
Mysteries of Heat 
Transfer in Space

(Mainly satellites in near vacuum)
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Radiation equation

• Heat transfer by thermal radiation between 2 bodies:


Q = A12 * F12 *  *(T14-T24)


F, called “Script F”, function of surface property and geometry


Temperature in absolute units (e.g. Kelvin)

σ



The Stefan–Boltzmann constant (also Stefan's constant), a physical constant 
denoted by the Greek letter σ (sigma), is the constant of proportionality in the Stefan–
Boltzmann law: "the total intensity radiated over all wavelengths increases as the 
temperature increases", of a black body which is proportional to the fourth power of 
the thermodynamic temperature
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Environmental loads
• Solar:  

• The solar constant (GSC) is a flux density measuring mean solar electromagnetic radiation (solar irradiance) per unit 
area. It is measured on a surface perpendicular to the rays, one astronomical unit (AU) from the Sun (roughly the 
distance from the Sun to the Earth).


•  Solar irradiance is measured by satellites above Earth's atmosphere,[3] and is then adjusted using the inverse square law 
to infer the magnitude of solar irradiance at one Astronomical Unit (AU) to evaluate the solar constant.[4] The approximate 
average value cited,[1] 1.3608 ± 0.0005  kW/m², which is 81.65 kJ/m² per minute, is equivalent to approximately 1.951 
calories per minute per square centimeter, or 1.951 langleys per minute. Solar output is nearly, but not quite, constant. 


• 1360.9 ± 0.5 W/m  (2011) 


• The solar constant includes all wavelengths of solar electromagnetic radiation, not just the visible light (see 
Electromagnetic spectrum). It is positively correlated with the apparent magnitude of the Sun which is −26.8. The solar 
constant and the magnitude of the Sun are two methods of describing the apparent brightness of the Sun, though the 
magnitude is based on the Sun's visual output only.


• Albedo

average of 0.3


• Earth IR
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Solar constant
The solar constant includes all types of solar radiation, not just the visible light. It is 
measured by satellite as being 1.361 kilowatts per square meter (kW/m²) at solar 
minimum and approximately 0.1% greater (roughly 1.362 kW/m²) at solar maximum

Wikipedia
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Earth temperature

Using real Earth Albedo and Earth IR Flux for Spacecraft Thermal Analysis 
Romain Peyrou-Lauga1 
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Net Solar loads
Qs = uv * Ap * S 

where 
uv = absorptivity in the UV spectrum 

Ap = projected area 

S = solar constant 

α

α

Since in equilibrium Qs = Qr, we can solve for T: 

T = ( ( uv * Ap * S )/( IR * F * A *  ))1/4 

Note parameter    uv/ IR   

α ϵ σ

α ϵ

Qr = IR * F * A *  * T4 

where  

IIR = emissivity in the IR spectrum

ϵ σ

ϵ



Wikipedia
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quartz

VDA UV

IR

Q = Sol x Aproj x ⍺uv = A x 𝓕 x 𝝈 x T4 
𝓕 = 𝝐IR in degenerate case

𝝈 = Stefan - Boltzmann constSol = solar constant

Thermal radiator mirror

Kirchhoff's law:

UV passes through quartz, 
reflected by VDA. 

What isn’t reflected, is absorbed  
as heat , transferred to quartz and 

emitted as IR energy



Flat plate equilibrium 
temperatures

   /  ratio controls the temperatureα ϵ



Take aways

•  usually correlates to visual appearance.  
• Shiny surfaces have low values, dark surfaces have high. 
• Usually only important on external surfaces. 
• Low value surfaces are prone to contamination 

•  does not correlate to visual appearance. 
• e.g., black and white paint have nearly the same value. 

• High emissivity surfaces can be poor conductors 
• can lead to charge build up on external surfaces.
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Cryogenics is tough

• T4 law makes it very hard to reject heat at low temperatures 
• Parasitics can kill designs  

• Heat leaks that are negligible at room temperature  
         dominate at low temperature 
• Passive cryo radiators can become very large 

• Cryo radiators can severely restrict vehicle attitude 
• Cryo coolers are a good idea if you know how to build them 

• Surface properties can be very different at cryogenic temperatures 
• Cryogenic thermal hardware can be very fragile 



Conduction Heat Transfer
• Simple linear equation for steady state one dimensional heat transfer 

in a homogeneous medium:


Q = k A T/L, k= thermal conductivity


• For interfaces:


Q = h A T, h =  interface coefficient that came from proprietary place


• Vacuum between “dry” interfaces greatly reduces heat transfer


• “Wet” interfaces (e.g. RTV, epoxy) can be very unpredictable

Δ
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Heatpipes

• Constant conduction heatpipes are usually grooved (the wick) 
aluminum extrusions with ammonia as the working fluid for room 
temperature applications.


• Cryo heatpipes use different working fluids


• Variable conduction heatpipes are two heatpipes working against 
each other, these days with one side controlled by a heater feedback 
loop



Multi layer insulation

• VDA deposited on usually Kapton or Mylar sheets


